
SecureWatch helps Security Managers in: 

• Single view of risk across your entire network with individual risk score for each supplier, partner, 
subsidiary or affiliate

• Actively monitor trends to anticipate and address potential issues and proactively prepare 
contingency plans.

•  Understanding the risks and their potential impact upon business and communicating them to the 
decision makers

• Dash boards and automated reports for executive management and board-level oversight.

• Helping map needs against available resources

• Meeting compliance with state and federal standards, guidelines and best practices

From cyber attacks to rooftop solar and energy storage, pollution controls, and customer 
expectations new technologies—and the problems they bring—have the potential to disrupt the 
utility industry. After remaining relatively unchanged for the last 100 years, the grid is facing a host 
of new challenges that are evolving utility business models, changing consumer expectations and 
causing regulatory models to adapt. 

To thrive in today’s dynamic global marketplace, Utility companies are re-evaluating how they do 
business. Companies must reduce costs, speed time-to-market of new products and services, and 
adapt new business processes to stay ahead of the competition. How is your organization going to 
meet the challenges of today’s utility industry?
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At Riskwatch, we understand the needs of the utility industry. And we offer effective solutions 
that address these needs. Our Risk & Compliance Assessment platform, enables energy 
companies to conduct Risk and security assessments across the enterprise.  By understand-
ing security and compliance risks  across the enterprise and that  of their partners and cus-
tomers, Riskwatch provides measurable data to meet compliance and helps make a business 
case for investments to protect your assets and brand.

Riskwatch also provides energy companies complete control and visibility of security opera-
tions across the extended enterprise. Our evidence-based tools assists managers in using 
metrics to develop a road map for evaluating risks, identifying opportunities and where to 
focus their limited resources for the greatest contribution to the protection strategy, gauging 
progress and illustrate how an  assessment of the value of security programs through use of 
metrics can benefit the entire company and create efficiencies that go beyond the security of 
people and assets and extend to meeting customer expectations.

Why SecureWatch?
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How it Works
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SecureWatch provides highly secured service and the data between the customer’s browser and our 
server is encrypted using AES 256bit encryption. All information contained in the database has AES-256 
encryption and PBE with MD5 & Triple DES. This database is also backed up daily and sent to an offsite 
location where it is re-encrypted and stored for Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity.

Cloud Based Software 
SecureWatch is Software-as-a-Service enabling our 
customers to access it from anywhere in the world 
via any device with zero IT infrastructure invest-
ment. 

Mobile Friendly 
SecureWatch could be accessed from any device 
and it also has an iPad app to complete on-site sur-
veys even when you do not have a data connection.

Saves Time 
SecureWatch saves a lot of time by streamlining 
and simplifying the distribution and collection of 
risk and compliance assessments. Quickly identifies 
the most risky sites and lets you create detailed 
assessments at identified sites.

Audit Ready Reporting 
The automated reports generated at the end of 
the assessment are audit-ready with a trail to the 
remediation actions.

Benefits of Using SecureWatch

• Out-of-the-box content - Use the complete standards addressing compliance in FEMA and NFPA, 
CTPAT, HAZMAT or create custom standards and define what they affect.

• Start from where you left – Use an Assessment that was conducted previously as a template to cre-
ate a new assessment at the same location or a similar location.

• Advanced analytics to show non-compliance – Measure the standards you have chosen across mul-
tiple facilities while filtering information to determine compliance in key areas.

• Visual analytics – Our Gmap, Risk Profile and Heat Maps provide visual analytics on screen and have 
the ability to “drill down” and get a complete top-down or bottom-up view of risk.

• Remediation enables online collaboration – Remediation is seamless with SecureWatch enabling 
you easily assign and track mitigation actions and reduce the identified risk.

Features  

Customized for Utilities Industry
The workflow in conducting assessments was developed with the large utility companies giving the tool 
necessary features to help the security managers in the pharma industry do more with less effort.

http://riskwatch.com/securewatch/
http://riskwatch.com/request-demo/
http://riskwatch.com/contact-us/

